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a b s t r a c t
Gold nanoparticles in aqueous dispersions were prepared by two methods, using sodium citrate as reduction agent, and their interaction with l-cysteine was investigated. UV–vis, dynamic light scattering (DLS)
and zeta potential measurements were used for physical and chemical characterization of mixtures with
different gold:cysteine ratios, coupled with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) observations. Even a diluted (0.001 M) cysteine solution leads to a rapid assembly of
gold nanoparticles and a broad absorption band at longer wavelength (characteristic for the aggregation
of gold nanoparticles) develops and surpasses rapidly the peak of non-aggregated gold particles. TEM
images for gold nanoparticles mixed with a 0.001 M cysteine solution show randomly arranged aggregates of gold nanoparticles on TEM carbon coated copper grids. AFM images indicate a rather ordered
surface of self-assembled monolayers deposited on silanized glass. From thermodynamic considerations
on the protolytic equilibria in aqueous cysteine solutions, the species present at different pH values were
ascertained. A possible model for cysteine binding to gold nanoparticles and for the formation of gold
particle assemblies is also suggested.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
As a consequence of the new discoveries by interdisciplinary
research teams working with gold nanoparticles, related to potential applications in the ﬁeld of nanotechnology, self-assembly,
catalysis and molecular electronics, the interest for these systems is continuously increasing. Particularly, biofunctionalized and
self-assembled gold nanoparticles are in the focus of research in
biomedical and bioanalytical areas, such as controlled drug delivery, medical diagnosis and biosensors [1–6].
Amino acids are considered as suitable agents in the biofunctionalization of gold nanoparticles, as protective layers and for their
assembly, due to the presence of different functional groups, such
as –SH and –NH2 , with afﬁnity for gold. Therefore, an amino acid,
containing both functional groups, such as l-cysteine, is a promising
compound to be used in this study for biofunctionalization of gold
nanoparticles and for the mediation of their assembly with gold surfaces. Even more, amino acid capped gold surfaces are considered
to represent the simplest mimics for protein surfaces [7].
Generally, amino acids can be adsorbed on the gold particle
surface already during the formation of particles, using the amino
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acid itself as reduction agent [8–10], or in a latter stage, by ligand
exchange reactions or binding on the former adsorbed stabilizing
molecules [11–15]. Amino acids can also be used in the assembly
formation of gold nanoparticles and for the design of biological surfaces for sensing and for nanoclusters based devices [16].
The properties of such assemblies could be designed rationally by
choosing the initial amino acid [11].
The binding of cysteine to gold nanoparticles was communicated
[12] and a review on amino acid interactions with metallic nanoparticles was given [13]. Among the amino acids, used as reduction
and capping agents for silver or gold nanoparticles, are found cysteine, leucine and asparagine [10]. Further, the S–Au interaction in
cysteine capped gold nanoparticels was discussed [10,14,15] and
the binding of cysteine to Au was compared with that of leucine
and asparagine [10]. Gold–silver nanocomposites were prepared
from gold nanorod seeds in amino acid solutions, such as arginine,
cysteine, glycine, glutamine, glutamate, histidine, lysine, or methionine [17]. Moreover, cysteine adsorbed on a gold surface was used
to immobilize protein molecules [18–20].
In previous works, we synthesized gold nanoparticles in aqueous solutions of citrate and used them to be functionalized with
various biomolecules, such as globular protein extracted from aleurone cells of barley [21] and amino acids, namely lysine [22].
The aim of the present investigation is to gain insights into the
assembly formation of gold nanoparticles and interparticle inter-
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actions in the presence of l-cysteine, which could have potential
application for the analytical detection of amino acids found in
various media. This investigation concerns the effect of cysteine
concentrations on the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band evolution of gold nanoparticles. On the other hand, the cysteine mediated
aggregates of gold nanoparticles are visualized via TEM and AFM
images and further characterized by DLS and zeta potential measurements.
2. Materials and methods
Two colloidal gold solutions were prepared by Au(III) reduction
with sodium citrate.
Sample 1 was obtained by a variant of the Turkevich method
[21,22], as adapted from Chah et al. [23]. The 200 ml 0.005% (w/w)
HAuCl4 ·3H2 O solution stirred vigorously was reﬂuxed. To the boiling solution 15.3 mg trisodium citrate (Na3 C6 H5 O7 ·2H2 O), solved
in a minimum amount of water, was added. After color change, the
heat was turned off and the solution was allowed to cool overnight
at room temperature. The gold content in the ﬁnal dispersion is
25 mg/l.
Sample 2 was prepared by a method adapted from [24,25]. An
0.0175% aqueous solution of gold chloride (80 ml) and a mixture of
4 ml 1% Na3 C6 H5 O7 ·2H2 O, 1 ml 1% tannic acid, 1 ml 25 mM potassium carbonate and 14 ml H2 O were separately warmed up to 60 ◦ C
and then mixed while stirring. After the red color appeared (almost
instantly) the mixture was heated up to 95 ◦ C under stirring and
then cooled on ice. The gold content in the ﬁnal dispersion is
91 mg/l. Both resulting solutions of colloidal gold particles were
stored in brown bottles and kept at 4 ◦ C.
The tetrachloroauric (III) acid and AuCl3 were purchased from
Merck (high purity, above 99.5%). The trisodium citrate dihydrate (Na3 C6 H5 O7 ·2H2 O) was obtained from Sigma–Aldrich (high
purity, above 99%). Tannic acid, pure powder, was purchased
from Merck. K2 CO3 pro analysis was obtained from Reactivul
Bucharest. l-Cysteine was purchased from Merck (high purity). The
3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilane was purchased from Sigma and is
of minimum 98% purity. All chemicals were used without further
puriﬁcation.
l-Cysteine was dissolved in deionized water in order to prepare
0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 M solutions. Deionized water with resistivity of
18 M cm was used in all experiments and it was obtained from an
Elgastat water puriﬁcation system.
The UV–vis absorption spectrum of the solutions was studied
using a Jasco UV/Vis V-530 spectrophotometer, with 10 mm path
length quartz cuvettes in the 190–900 nm wavelengths range.
The investigated mixtures were obtained from the gold colloidal solution (having the given concentration cAu ) and the amino
acid solutions (concentration cCys ), by successive removal of small
amounts of the previous mixture and adding of equal amounts
of amino acid solution. The gold and amino acid content ratios
reported to (cAu /cCys ) are given in the ﬁgures representing their
spectra.
The gold nanoparticles dispersions (viz. sample 1 or sample 2)
and their mixtures with cysteine solutions were adsorbed for 2 min
on the specimen grids and air dried. In the presence of cysteine, the
adsorption on grid was started 5 min after the mixing. The samples were observed with a transmission electron microscope (TEM:
JEOL—JEM 1010). The TEM grids consist of carbon coated copper
grids freshly prepared prior to use. TEM images have been recorded
with a JEOL standard software.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) investigations were executed
on nanostructured ﬁlms made by self-assembly from colloidal
solutions containing gold nanoparticles both in the absence and
the presence of cysteine, using a commercial AFM JEOL 4210
equipment, operating in tapping mode [26] at ambient condi-

tions. The self-assembled nanostructured gold ﬁlms were prepared
by adsorption of gold nanoparticles on glass plates, 2 cm × 2 cm,
that were optically polished and silanized with 3-aminopropyltrietoxysilane prior to use [27].
For gold nanoparticles functionalized with cysteine, ﬁrst, the
colloidal gold solutions (viz. sample 1 or sample 2) were mixed
with a cysteine solution. After the mixing, at a chosen time (e.g.,
5 min), the silanized glass plates were immersed into the colloidal
mixture and kept for 2 min or 60 min. The adsorbed amount of
gold nanoparticles was monitored through the variation of the
adsorption duration. The glass plates were placed in the colloidal
mixture with the active silanized surface orientated vertically or
horizontally facing down in order to prevent gold nanoparticles
deposition through sedimentation. After the selected adsorption
time, the plates were taken out from the colloidal mixture and
rinsed thoroughly with deionized water to remove the excess
adsorbed molecules.
For each sample, there were made two identical preparations,
because two different washing modes were applied. A washing procedure was used by adding 5 ml of deionized water, directly to the
bulk solution when the plate was still kept in contact with that solution, stirring gently, pumping 5 ml of solution, adding again 5 ml of
water, and repeating these last steps ﬁve times, in order to eliminate
the other solution ingredients adsorbed on the sample.
For the other series of preparations, after the adsorption time,
the samples were gently taken out from bulk colloidal solutions and
another washing procedure was applied by adding water (about
25 ml) on slightly tilted substrates, with adsorbed layers on them.
Afterwards, all rinsed samples were dried slowly in air, being
dust protected, and used for AFM examination. No signiﬁcant differences were observed for the two different washing procedures
indicating that the adsorbed gold nanoparticles layers have good
adhesion and are rather stable on silanized glass surface.
Standard cantilevers, non-contact conical shaped tips of silicon nitride coated with aluminum, were used. The sharpened tips
were on cantilevers with a resonant frequency in the range of
200–300 kHz and with a spring constant of 17.5 N/m.
AFM observations were repeated on different areas from
10 m × 10 m to 1 m × 1 m of the same ﬁlm. The images were
obtained from at least 10 macroscopically separated areas on each
sample. All images were processed using the standard procedures
for AFM. AFM images consist of multiple scans displaced laterally
from each other in y-direction with 512 × 512 pixels. All AFM experiments were carried out under ambient laboratory conditions (about
20 ◦ C) as previously reported [28,29].
The Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS was used in order to estimate
the particle size (e.g., hydrodynamic diameter) by dynamic light
scattering (DLS [30,31]) and for the zeta potential measurements
by laser Doppler electrophoresis. The measurements were executed
on the colloidal gold solution (sample 2) and on mixtures in the 1:1
volume ratio of this sample with 10−3 M and respectively 10−2 M lcysteine solutions. For the two mixtures, the measurements were
made at 5 min after the mixing of the solutions, at 25 ◦ C. For each
sample, three measurements were executed at 2 min intervals.
3. Theory and calculations
3.1. Thermodynamics of protolytic equilibria for cysteine
Cysteine (three-letter code: Cys, one-letter code: C) is an amino
acid with a thiol group (–SH) on the side chain (Fig. 1). It is a neutral,
polar amino acid, with only limited hydrophilic properties [32]. Its
pKa values are 1.96 (for the carboxylic group), 8.18 (for the amine
group) and 10.28 (for the thiol group) [33]. The isoelectric pH is
5.07 (the average of the ﬁrst two pK values, which correspond to
equilibria involving the neutral zwitterion).
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Fig. 1. Cysteine protolytic equilibria and corresponding thermodynamic constants taken from [33]. pK1 = 1.96 (carboxylic group), pK2 = 8.18 (␣-amine group) and pK3 = 10.28
(for thiol terminal group). Symbols are given for cysteine species in aqueous solutions.

The protonation equilibria of cysteine in aqueous solutions are
given in Fig. 1.
Let us assume the total concentration of cysteine (species AH3 + ,
AH2 , AH− and A2− ) to be 1, and the concentrations of the different species to be (1 − x − y − z), x, y and z respectively; [H+ ] = h. The
equilibrium constants will be
K1 =
K2 =
K3 =

[AH2 ][H+ ]
[AH+
]
3

xh
1−x−y−z

=

(1)

yh
[AH− ][H+ ]
=
x
[AH2 ]
[A2− ][H+ ]
[AH− ]

=

(2)

zh
y

(3)

We ﬁnd successively:
From Eq. (3): z = K3 y/h.
From Eq. (2): y = K2 x/h so z = K2 K3 x/h2 .
From Eq. (1): xh = K1 − K1 x − K1 K2 x/h − K1 K2 K3 x/h2 .
Fig. 2. Mole fractions (X) of cysteine species: [AH3 + ], [AH2 ], [AH− ] and [A2− ], as a
function of pH of aqueous solutions.

K1 K2 K3
z =
K1 K2 K3 + K1 K2 h + K1 h2 + h3
=

y=
=
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4. Results and discussion

1
1 + (h/K3 ) + (h2 /K2 K3 ) + (h3 /K1 K2 K3 )

(4)
4.1. Characterization of colloidal gold solutions

K1 K2
K1 K2 + K1 h + K1 K2 K3 /h + h2
1
1 + (h/K2 ) + (h2 /K1 K2 ) + (K3 /h)

(5)

K1
K1 + K1 K2 /h + K1 K2 K3 /h2 + h

(6)

or, in terms of pK and pH:
[A2− ] = z =

1
−pH+pK3

+ 10

+ 10−3pH+pK1 +pK2 +pK3
(7)

[AH− ] = y =

hz
= z × 10−pH+pK3
K3

(8)

[AH2 ] = x =

hy
= y × 10−pH+pK2
K2

(9)

1 + 10

[AH3 + ] = 1 − x − y − z

−2pH+pK2 +pK3

(10)

The curves giving the concentrations (mole fractions) of the different protonated species of cysteine versus pH are shown in Fig. 2.
The neutral zwitterionic form of cysteine is stable in the pH range
from 3 to 7, the cationic form only at a pH under 0. The double negative anionic form (having the thiol group deprotonated) is stable
above pH 12, while the mononegative anionic form has a very narrow stability domain, at pH about 9. At our working pH (about 5) the
neutral species of cysteine (AH2 ) is therefore the only one present.

The visible absorption spectra of the gold aqueous colloidal solutions present a well-deﬁned absorption band with a maximum at
the wavelength max = 527–528 nm (sample 1) [21] and respectively
521–522 nm (sample 2). These values are characteristic for plasmon absorbance for nanometric Au particles. The lower value for
the absorption maximum of sample 2 suggests it should contain
lower sized particles.
The size of the colloidal gold particles has been measured by
TEM imaging. Two representative TEM images for the two samples
of these gold particles are given in Fig. 3. The particles show mostly
spherical or ellipsoidal shape. It is evident that in sample 2 particles are smaller and the particle density is higher. From the sizes of
a great number of particles, measured on the TEM images, the following characteristics of the colloidal gold samples were calculated
and given in Table 1.
The histograms providing the size distribution of gold nanoparticles, obtained from TEM pictures are given in Fig. 4. For comparison,
the curve indicating the expected normal distribution was added.
Table 1
Characteristics of gold nanoparticles and colloidal gold dispersions for sample 1 and
sample 2.
Characteristics

Sample 1

Sample 2

Average size (diameter, nm)
Standard deviation (nm)
Extreme values of the sizes (nm)
Average mass of a particle (considered spherical) (g)
Number of gold atoms in a particle
Number of particles per cm3 of solution

14.2
2.6
8.5–24
2.9 × 10−17
8.8 × 104
8.6 × 1011

6.9
1.3
3.2–10.6
3.3 × 10−18
104
2.8 × 1013
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The deviations from the normal distribution are rather important
for both samples, i.e. sample 1 (Fig. 4a) and sample 2 (Fig. 4b), which
is plausible for such complex dispersions.
It is to be noted that in the preparation of sample 2, tannic acid
was added just with the aim to obtain smaller gold nanoparticles.
With increasing amounts of tannic acid, the mean size of the particles decreases. Tannic acid is itself a reducing agent and increases
the rate of nucleation for gold nanoparticles, while potassium carbonate is added in order to neutralize the tannic acid.
Both colloidal gold solutions proved as very stable in time,
without observable modiﬁcations in the UV–vis spectrum after
preparation. This indicates electrostatic stabilization via nanoparticle surface-bound citrate anions and the gold nanoparticles are
negatively charged.
Dynamic light scattering [30,31] was also used to characterize
the colloidal gold solution (sample 2). The reported hydrodynamic
diameter of the gold particles has an average value under 10 nm,
with maxima at 7–8 nm for the size distribution, in substantial
agreement with data given in the histogram of Fig. 4b. The average
value for the zeta potential was  = −40.3 mV.
4.2. Interactions of gold nanoparticles with cysteine
l-Cysteine has a strong effect on UV–vis spectra of gold nanoparticle solutions, more than other amino acids, for instance lysine

Fig. 3. TEM images of gold nanoparticles: sample 1 (a) and sample 2 (b).

Fig. 4. Histograms of size distribution for gold particles: (a) sample 1 and (b) sample 2.

Fig. 5. Optical spectrum of gold solutions: sample 1 (a) and sample 2 (b) with
0.001 M cysteine solution in different ratios, expressed in terms of the cAu /cCys ratio.
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Fig. 7. TEM images of gold nanoparticles with 0.001 M cysteine solution: (a) sample
1 and (b) sample 2.
Fig. 6. Optical spectrum of gold solutions sample 2 with 0.01 M cysteine solution (a)
and sample 1 with 0.1 M cysteine solution (b) in different ratios, expressed in terms
of the cAu /cCys ratio.

[22]. Already, a 10−3 -M solution (Fig. 5) added to the colloidal
gold solutions leads to a rapid broadening of the adsorption peak,
which is shifted towards higher wavelengths. It is known that
the development of the broad peak at longer wavelengths in the
UV–vis spectrum comes from the coupling of surface plasmon resonance of two adjacent nanoparticles and is an indication of the
anisotropic optical properties of the gold nanoparticles aggregates
[34]. The peak for the broad band at longer wavelength surpasses
rapidly the peak of the initial non-aggregated gold particles and the
maximum wavelength goes above 700 nm for sample 1 (Fig. 5a).
The color of the solution changed from reddish to blue. For sample 2 (Fig. 5b), comprising smaller gold nanoparticles, the shift is
less pronounced (till 620 nm). Finally, in the case of both samples
after titration with cysteine, for the initial individual gold particles
there is no peak, but only a shoulder. The additions of 0.01 M to
sample 2 (Fig. 6a) and 0.1 M to sample 1 (Fig. 6b) cysteine solutions lead to the color change in blue already at the ﬁrst amount
added. From Figs. 5 and 6, a time evolution of aggregation is also
visible.
This kind of color change as an effect of aggregation is a wellunderstood phenomenon [34–36]. When the interparticle distance
in the aggregates decreases to less than about the average particle diameter, the electric dipole–dipole interaction and coupling
between the plasmons of neighboring particles in the aggregates
results in the bathochromic shift of the absorption band.

These results support the observations about the interaction of
cysteine with gold nanoparticles [14], where, based on the analysis of FT-IR and Raman spectra, the authors afﬁrm the existence of
covalent interaction of sulphur and gold. The formation of a covalent bond Au–S is also assumed by other authors [15,37]. Further,
it was suggested [38] that the positively charged amino group in
cysteine (–NH3 + ) should interact with the negative charge on the
surface of other gold nanoparticles through electrostatic binding,
thus forming assemblies.
Furthermore, the band broadening and the shift of the surface
plasmon band were reported to reﬂect the advanced aggregation of
gold nanoparticles with decreasing in pH values and by increasing
the electrolyte concentration [14].
Also, our ﬁndings are in substantial agreement with reported
data on the adsorption of homocysteine on gold nanoparticles [39],
which data were applied in a detection method used to determine
the homocysteine concentrations in biological liquids [40].
TEM images for gold nanoparticles functionalized with 0.001 M
cysteine solution (volume ratio 1:1) show agglomerated gold
nanoparticles (clusters), with random orientations, for sample 1
(Fig. 7a) and especially for sample 2 (Fig. 7b). For the higher particles concentration of sample 2, the clusters are also united in a
more complex network (Fig. 7b). By comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 3, it is
observed that the cysteine had an effect of enlarging the size of gold
nanoparticles of both samples. The effect is apparently stronger for
sample 2 (Figs. 3b and 7b).
The AFM images for gold nanoparticles functionalized with cysteine, adsorbed on silanized glass, evidence the self-assembly of
gold nanoparticles in Fig. 8 (sample 1) and Fig. 9 (sample 2). A tendency towards clusters (aggregates) is also evident from these AFM
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Fig. 8. (a) 2D-topographic and (b) phase AFM images of the assembly of gold nanoparticles (sample 1), mediated by 0.01 M cysteine, on silanized glass after 1 h adsorption
time; scanned area 1000 nm × 1000 nm; 3D-view (c) of the topography (a); (d) cross-section proﬁle along the arrow in panel (a).

images as compared with the gold nanoparticles (sample 2) without cysteine, adsorbed on the same solid support (Fig. 10), and in
substantial agreement with TEM observations (Fig. 7).
The self-assembly aggregates visualized by TEM (Fig. 7) and AFM
(Figs. 8 and 9) conﬁrm the results found by UV–vis investigation
(Figs. 5 and 6).
Brieﬂy, both AFM topography and phase images show the structure of gold nanoparticles assemblies obtained within 2 min (Fig. 9)
for sample 2 in the presence of 0.001 M cysteine, and in 60 min
(Fig. 8) for sample 1 with 0.01 M cysteine.
The AFM images evidenced a variety of structures, including
linear arrangement, distorted pentagons and hexagons and randomly packed nanoparticles. Generally, the arrangements could be
generated by the interactions among particles and clusters, and
between them and the silanized glass surface, during the course
of adsorption from colloidal solution and assembly on solid surface. Nevertheless, the complex structure of self-assembled gold
nanoparticles is probably inﬂuenced by drying patterns. To diminish the drying artifacts, the AFM samples were slowly dried and
dust protected.
Further, the analysis of cross-sections, given in Figs. 8d and 9d,
evidences the aggregates of gold nanoparticles. When gold

nanoparticles are to close to each other, the tip convolution effects
with the ﬁlm surface might lead apparently to slightly bigger gold
nanoparticles (Figs. 8 and 9). However, it is clear that the increases
in both the adsorption time and in cysteine concentration had an
effect of enlarging the size of gold nanoparticles aggregates. Thus,
it can be established that AFM is suitable for monitoring the aggregation process during the self-assembly formation.
Therefore, TEM and AFM investigations showed a possible
transfer of gold nanoparticles functionalized with l-cysteine from
colloidal solutions to solid substrates.
The DLS measurements for the mixtures of colloidal gold solution (sample 2) with cysteine solutions evidenced a relatively high
degree of polydispersion; the distribution maximum appears at
15–20 nm for the 10−3 M cysteine solutions and at 25 nm for the
10−2 M cysteine solution (at 5 min after mixing), but it is shifted (in
this latter case) to about 40 nm (10 min after mixing). This result
indicates a time evolution of the particles self-aggregation. These
measurements support the TEM and AFM observations in substantial agreement with spectroscopic data.
The zeta potential measurements give a mean value of −40.3 mV
for the gold colloidal solution (sample 2), while for the mixtures of
gold nanoparticles and cysteine solutions the zeta potential is less

Fig. 9. (a) 2D-topographic and (b) phase AFM images of the assembly of gold nanoparticles (sample 2), mediated by 0.001 M cysteine, on silanized glass after 2 min adsorption
time; scanned area 1000 nm × 1000 nm; 3D-view (c) of the topography (a); (d) cross-section proﬁle along the arrow in panel (a).
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Fig. 10. (a) 2D-topographic and (b) phase AFM images of gold nanoparticles (sample 2), on silanized glass after 1 h adsorption time; scanned area 1000 nm × 1000 nm;
3D-view (c) of the topography (a); (d) cross-section proﬁle along the arrow in panel (a).

negative. In the case of the mixture with 10−3 M cysteine solution
in 1:1 volume ratio it becomes −32.5 mV, and for the more concentrated (10−2 M) cysteine solution it amounts to only −25.3 mV.
For the latter solution it passes under the 30 mV value, which is
usually considered as the limit assuring the stability of colloidal
systems [41]. Therefore, the addition of cysteine reduces the (negative) surface charge of the gold nanoparticles, thus, increasing their
tendency for aggregation.

4.3. Model of cysteine binding to gold nanoparticles
Cysteine is probably bound to the gold nanoparticles by its thiol
(–SH) group, as was also suggested by the study of 1 H NMR spectra
[10,14]. This bond is formed by ligand exchange reactions between
cysteine and citrate capped gold nanoparticles. A possible model
illustrating both the cysteine bindings to gold nanoparticles and the
formation of particle aggregates is schematized in Fig. 11. After cys-

Fig. 11. Schema of cysteine binding to citrate capped gold nanoparticles (a) and of bonds formation between gold nanoparticles (b).
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teine adsorption on the gold nanoparticles, the cysteine molecule
has still two functional groups free to form bonds between particles.
We note that the interaction between cysteine and citrate bound
to gold nanoparticles cannot be ruled out [36,42]. The positive
amine group of cysteine is capable to form salt bridges with carboxylate from citrate adsorbed on gold nanoparticles.
Besides the electrostatic interaction mechanism by salt bridges,
a possible formation of hydrogen bonds between surface bonded
cysteine molecules of neighboring cysteine capped gold nanoparticles is also mentioned [43].
5. Conclusions
UV–vis spectroscopy, DLS, zeta potential, TEM and AFM are
applied to investigate the self-assembly characteristics of gold
nanoparticles with cysteine.
Our data indicate that the assembly of gold nanoparticles can be
induced by cysteine, an amino acid possessing an additional thiol
functional group besides the alpha-amine. The cysteine assembly
effect could be explained primarily through the zwitterion-type
electrostatic interactions between the charged amine and acid
groups of cysteine molecules, bound to the gold nanoparticles by
their –SH groups. The afﬁnity of S-atoms for gold makes cysteine
more effective than other amino acids in adsorption process on gold
nanoparticles.
This afﬁnity of gold nanoparticles towards cysteine, as well as
towards other amino acids, can lead to the development of new
detection methods for analytical purposes, medical diagnostics and
biosensors and to potential controlled drug delivery applications.
On the other hand, the use of cysteine both in the functionalization
of gold nanoparticles and in the cross-linking of amino acid capped
gold nanoparticles leading to stable self-assemblies are promising
ways to the synthesis of nanostructured biomaterials with important implications in nanoscience and nanotechnology.
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